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We take care of your 

WELL-BEING with our 

Know-how of soap maker.

 For a « truer, healthier,

more natural daily life » !



80% of proximity

raw materials!

Raw 
Materials

FRANCE

100% French Production

100% Vegetable dyes

Production

CMR* traces 

Controversial substances 

Non recyclable material

*Carcinogenic, Mutagenic, toxic
for Reproduction.

0

d

RSPO sector

that guarantees: 

An oil of known 

origin and therefore traceable.

An oil without impact on 

deforestation and which 

respects ecosystems.

We adhere to

Environment 

0% release to the atmosphere

0% water rejection (Dry wash)

100% paper recycling

100% recycling of broken soaps 

Recycling : 
Recycled and recyclable packaging. 

For you, recipes from 

grandmothers detergency 

and well-being ...

Our prroduct s

98% and more
of naturalness!

Mutual ai
40% of packaging realized 

by ESAT *

* Establishment and assistance service 
by work.



HANDMADEIN
FRANCE

*

*SOCIETE
ENGAGEE

  

Alsatian, fallen under the spell of Marseille 

soap, my beautiful story begins in 1983 in 

a Mas surrounded by reeds and southern es-

sences which have never ceased to nourish 

my creativity to lead today to this concept: 

«For a truer, healthier, more natural daily 

life”. Association of knowledge, advice and 

sharing.

ECOLOGICAL

 PHILOSOPHICAL

French ingredients from 

sustainable agriculture. 

Local partnerships. 

The MAS’s idea since its creation in 

1983 is to go back to basics by offering 

you ancestral recipes, revisited and 

updated. 

Once upon a time...

Our Beliefs

 OUR COMMITMENTS



ADN… 

Cet univers existe depuis notre 

origine. Elle représente notre cœur 

et est la source de notre différence.

LIBRE

We have chosen FLOWER POWER in order to 

honor the pacifist and ecological 

ideology at the origin of this movement.

A range dedicated to committed and 

free women ...

Our Ranges

LIBRE is the seventies ... 
the «happiness» years !

Sober, unprocessed raw prducts



LA DROGUERIE DE BLANCHE

The simplicity of Blanche’s recipes 

allows you to guarantee biodegradable  

products, non-polluting for you and 

your environment..

LES METIERS

Our iconic range is without plas-

tic packaging, with 98% and + of 

naturalness and it contains sub-

tle essentials oil-based scents of 

Grasse.

LA PHILOSOPHIE 

To be in accordance with this philosophy, 

instead of asking ourselves what we can add 

to our products, we seek what we can delete 

in order to keep only the essentials.

Simply effective !

For the cooker, the 
gardener, the sportsman...



FOR THE MAN, THE TRUE ONE

This is our natural range for men, 

but not only that ... You are manly

or sensitive, this range, in addition 

to its efficiency and its components, 

offers you a message fun and 

humorous ...

WHEN I GROW UP 

A concentrate of nature, love and play for 

the little ones!

There are those who do not want to go to 

wash, there are those who wade in the water 

for hours just to play and finally there are 

those who enjoy smelling good!

Gentle and Natural Products so 

irresistible !

BULK

Why this Bulk range?

Simply because the Mas du Roseau respects the 

planet in all its actions.

Whether it is raw materials, fashions 

production or packaging,

it is anchored in us to combine your well-

being for the preservation of the planet.



  
For the future, ever simpler formulas so that you 

understand each ingredient in them.

A process that is always more respectful of our environment.

New encounters for ever more local partnerships.

We will never stop working for your well being 

with our soap maker know how.

For the Future...



MAS DU ROSEAU EN PROVENCE

Quartier Molleton . 

13250 Saint-Chamas  

FRANCE 

Tél: +33(0)4.90.50.40.92 

https://www.masduroseau.com/
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